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This paper has two major purposes. First, it will present

the basis and components of a strateic model o2 ,:overnanne

focused on decision makih._; activity. Second, it will su:zeot

that the perspective 1-,aken in the development of the model

represents a m=e valuable approaci- to the analysis of

orgahi.7ations and to the ut'litv of such.concepcs for the

administrators :.:ho will naka use of such work. Let's lock at

the persrective used in development of the strateic model

first.

The use of th).: tem, "sUratec" should euQ:est chr:L:e and

adaptation. ThIs ide= of a :cc.1J which contains a ciyn2ndc

quality in 1.,:s conceptualisation, is a key feature and can be

best seen in the unit or analysis used for this model compared

to other orc,anl:..ational sde. ost discus,sicns or or)7aninations

and the devoient of rcd.b abut them uses, as the unit of

anal;:v,i:-.;, a .ralho:' st.atie appni,ach. The un4t) is often
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the defining of types or- typologies of organizations in terms of

of characteristics which appear to be important. These

typologies have been given labels denoting what might be termed,

styles of organizations such as bureaucratic, professional,

collegial, political, etc. The work in the field has been to

accept the existence of such classifications, in fact to reify

these conceptual constructs, and then work away at delintating and

explaining their finepoints.

I am suggesting that the unit of analysis be shifted from

the search for and examination of types or typologies of

organizations to an analysis of issues about Which theactivities

of organizations are focused in an operational way. I believe

this shift in perspective will move the study of organizations

from.the creation and ch=velopment of rather mechanistic, static

model to the development of What might be termed as heuristic,

action models of organisation. This change' in perspective is

subtle and admittedly cannot be fully delindated at this time.

Yet, there is the sense that this change can have a m2jor Lry,pact

on making the study of organisations more relevant

to administrators and managers. This shift in perspective will

become nore evident as the stratega'c model of governance is

presented in this paper.



The problem is not that administrators lack the-xetical

concepts and models. They have sought for operational direction

from the social and managerial sciences and have received7mucn

advice. Among the models which have held prominence are the

bureaucratic, the human relations, the collegial, and the

professional. During the last five years the political model

has come to dominate the thinking of organizational theorists

resulting in the expected spillover into the thinking and

actions of administrators. Thus, administrators have a plethora
A%

of concepts on which to base action. The problem with these

models is that none of them seem to provide much in the way of

a comprehensive strategy of governance. A major part of this

problem, as has been suggested, is the perspective underlying

the models and not the models themselves.. The paradigm

presented will utilize this new perspective to suggest

day-to-day strategies for the administrator. This new paradigm

has been called the "situational model."

The situational model presents a basis for moving beyond the

ideelogical dialoiTu occurring between theories by incorporatinm

the strengths of previous modls instead cf seekinm, and definin

a single, "best" model of orrani2:ations. The "situational"

perspective permdts handlinm the same data as previous theories

but usinc; them in new and combined relationships.

4
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The situational mouel centers on how decisions are made, who

nakes tnem, what structures and processes are involved in their

development, and under what conditions they operate. The beOlininc

point is the manner in wnich two dominate models of oncanization -

the bureaucratic and the' political - develop their view of decision

making and under what conditions these views fail. A review of

the chief concerns of these major models demonstrates their

conceptual limitations.

For many decades, most organizational studies followed the

concepts of the bureaucratic model, taking their cue from Weber.

The work of Etzioni (1961) -BIau and Scott (1962), and Stroup

(1966) are recent examples. This approach stresses classification

of organizational elements such as bureaucratic authority, rules,

supervision, work croups, etc. Orgarthational environment and

chanEp are considered mainly in terms of formal and btatic

structure. This approach, patterned on the physicial sciences,

attemps to control and stabilize the environment in order to

obtain "clean" results. Thus, the researchers focus on the

structuin of the on-anization under stable conditions.

The political model takes its-cues from political science, as

in the work nf Selznick (19)49), :,larch and Sil.x)n (1958), Clark

(1960), Dahl (1961), Cyert and Yarch (1063), Thompson (1967), and

Paldridce (1971). Mese r_,searchors stress the process in

organizations ana the enviromt,ntai influences on decision processes.
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They study the organization under the condition of change,

instability, and openness. Their concern is with the process

of decision making in terms of revision and change over against

"decision continuity" or stability. The fact that conflict

exists in the organization is a major concern. Thus, the research

delineates the structure and procedures of conflict and tactics

of conflict resolution.

Though these two major Organizational models disaee on the basic

premise, problem, and solution, there is an underlying similarity

in their concerns. For example, those using the bureaucratic

paradigm seek to determine legitimate authori'cy. .Those using

the political paradigm seek to determine who attains authority.

Both models view authority as set within the structure of their

respective organizational images, thus creating an organizational

fixity arising from their basic assumptions. Once either

position is accepted as the way to view organizations and thPir

operations, authority to make decisions is defined and its

movement is bounded. Such a fixed approach to authority resurcs

in a crisis for these two positions and limits their utnity

and applicatton to many organiational realities. It particularly

limits their usefulness in developing a strategy of governance.

A new analysis point of conceptual scrutiny is needed. A

new paradiFm is required, focusing on the environrent of the

issue. Rather than the authorities defining the nature and

6
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structure of fhe issue, in the new model, the issue condition

defines the nature, structure, and processes used by the

authorities. In fact, the issue condition nay define the

relevant authorities. This shifts theperspective from a

typology-based conceptualization to fit all situations to a

situational approach which points to relevant structures and

processes under a variety of conditions.

The problem for the person seeking administrative insivht

from these two organizational positions has been that each

seems to be concerned with a different game. Exchangp between

these two positions in unproductive because prob]em definition

and solutions stem from different assurptions. In his seminal

work, Thomas Kuhn notes that 'to the extent...two scientific

schools disagTee about what is a problem and what is a solution,

they inevitably talk throughl each other debating the relative

merits of their respective paradigms,"(p. 109). The major

assumption of the bureaucratic model is organizational stability

and it wrestles with any aberration that contradicts the stable

mode]. In the political model, the inajor assumption is conflict,

the problem is keeping it within controllable bounds; stability

is an aberration. Yet, while these two models can't seem to

relate together, there is mach value in their conceptualizations.

If there were not, they would not have become so prominent for

such a period of tire. Eut it should be reasonably clear that in

spite of their strt,nth, they are cf limited use for adminisurative

action. As far as orfwdzational theory for the administrator

is concerned, them, Is a crisis.
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The crisis develops for the bureaucratic approach from the

reality of the informal ofganization within the formal structure.

The political ParadIgm has difficulty dealing with vast areas

of organizational stability which seem to remain unchanged while

conflicts and interest 6roups come and go. "Faced with an

admittedly fundamental anomaly in theory, the scientist's effort

will often be to isolate it more precisely and to give it structure.

Though now aware that he cannot be quite right, he will push

the rules of normal science harder than ever to see, in the area

of difficulty, just where and how far they can be made to work,"

Kuhn, p. 86). This effort to "dig the hole deeper" results in

much research on informal and small group dynamics for those

using the bureaucratic model and in the search for contInuing

power elites for those using the political model to account,for

the anomaly of stability. Both these models of

organization hold that they have deliniated the structure

and process capable of dealing with any situation and issue the

administrator might face. It is at this point where these "fixed"

and static models fail and are in crisis.

A new perspective is needed. Instead of digging the hole

deeper and continuing the search for the type of organizational

structure and process of decision making on any issue, a new

hole is needed focusing on the environment of an issue. This

shifts the perspective from an
orranizational approach to fit

all situations to a situational approach which points to

the most relevant structures and processes related taan issue.
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This perspective is the basis for the new organizational model

for administrators, called situational. This situational model

meets two all important cc litions necessary for a new paradigm

acceptance as noted by Kuhn, (p. 168). "First, the new candidate

must seem to resolve sore outstanding and generally recognized

proglem that can be met no other way." The situational model

moves beyond the anomaly of instability in the bureaucratic

model and the anomaly of stability in the political model.

"Second, the new paradigm must promise to preserve a relatively

large part of the concrete problem-solving ability that has

accrued to science through its predecessors." The situational

model builds on and incQrporates a vast amount of the insights

and concepts of both these models. "(A) new theory does not have

to conflict with any of its predecessors...the new theory mght

be simply a higher level theory than those known before, one that

linked together a whole group of lower level theories without

substantially changing any."(Kuhn, p. 940. This linking together

of several organizational theories is a major feature of the

situational model.

Each theoretical position, (i.e.) bureaucratic and political

can be compared to a lens of a telescope since each providcs a

perspective and macnification of an aspect of the scene beini;

viewed but their power is limited and incon,plete alone. Only

when the conceptual lens relate to each other can they provide

magnification and illundrion of the organizational action and

activity,

9
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Sources of tfie Situational npdel

The basis for the situational approach develops frcm general

system theory with its concern for understandinr; the contesxt

of the organism as well as the organism itself (Bertalanffy, 1958;

Buckley, 1967 and 1968). This shift in perspective to focusing

on the context uf an organism has had its impact on organizational

theory and research. Thus, while the underlying situational

concept is not new, its conceptual unity and application to

organizational theory and practice are recent, though not fully

appreciated.

The si uational approach has major heuristic value in dealing

with orga. izational concerns such as structure, procedures,

leadership, cqptrol, and planning. The research studies which

the basis for the situational model include the work of

Burns and Stalker (2961), Lawrence and Lorsch (1967, 1970, 1971),

Fiedler (1967), and Thompson (1967). The conceptual basis of

the situational model from these sources can be summarized.

When the relationship between management practices and the

external environment of the organization is examined,. two

(organizational forms stand out which have the characteristics

of the bureaucratic and the political.models. Out of this

finding has developed a "contingency" theory of organi:ations.

This approach holds that the internal functioning of

organizations must be consistent with the derdands of the

organizational task, technology, and external environment.

10
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The theory posits that ap: opriate internal states and processes

of the organization are contingent upon external requirements

and internal needs. The continGency position is expanded in

the Work on leadership wtd.ch holds that different leadership

styles result in hip:h group performance under different conditions.

The limitation of these theorists for administrative strategy

is their focus on differences between organizations unde:'

different conditions. One study did shift the perspective to

differ4ces within an organization under different. conditions

(Galbraith, 1970). It shows a change in the structure and

process of-the organization as cnditions change.

This change in perspective provides the basis for the

situational model- The implicatiOn is that rezardless of the

particular condition of the general organizational environment,

the characteristics of an issue within the organization can

change. Thus, while the nature of the overall environment of

and organization may be of a particular type - stable, certain,

and routine, or dynardc, uncertain, and exceptional - particular

issues within the organization requiring decisions rray Ir.lo% from

a stable context to a dynamic one and back again.

The key point is nct whether the oranization or some segint

is stable or unstable, but rather the perspective is Shifted to

focus on whether an issue about which decision making occurs is

stable or not. This leads to a major proposition for governance,

and its decision makil* action of the situational model - chances

in the conditions of an issue produce chances in both decision

maki:v, structure and process within organinations..
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Using a typolocy of Litterer (1965), three types of issue

conditions can be defined; stable, dynamic; and critical.

The situational model holds that each issue condition has a

particular structure and process associated with decision rakinr

under that condition. The situational model holds that no one

organizational structure and`process operates within the

organization. Rather, several modes exist and which one is

operational at any point in time is contingent on the

environmental conditions of an issue. In fullydeveloping the

situational perspective, the bureaucratic and political models

are subsumed into the situational model and an additional model -

tne crisis model - is Added to relate to the trilogy of

issue conditions.

What occurs then, is a change from a static organizational

model or models and perspective to a dynamdc issue perspective.

As the intensity of concern surrounding an issue changes fnm

low to moderate to high, the issue condition changes from a

stable to a dynamic to a critical 'condition. The major

proposition of t,he situational model holds that since each issue

condit,on has a particular decision structure and process

associated with it, then any change in the issue condition calls

for and Creates a different decision structure and process than

was operatim; prcvlously; This' chancp throult the different

issue conditions is the iSsue cycle

1 2
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Figure 1 shows in simplified form the relationship of the

three issue conditions. The intention of the 11:nes and arrows

is to show that, over tire, an issue condition can move from a

stable issue condition either to a dynamic condition or directly

to a critical condition. An issue can also move only to a dynamic

condition and then return to a stable one. It is assumed that

the efforts of the organization are to routinize and stabli-e

decision making and since the level of importance of an issue

changes over tire, the stable condition with its bureaucratic

features is considered a base point in the issue cycle.

FIGURE 1

The Issue Cycle

Intenbity of Issue Controversy

Issue Condition

Theoretical Model

Low Moderate High

Stable Dynamic Critical

Bureaucratic Political Crisis

Furtheraure, Wtl-se figure portrays, each issue conclltion has .

a particular structure and process assoeiated with decision makiry,

under that condition. What is beihg argued is that problems can

increase for the orjanization and the administrator rakin: decisions

if an issue condition chan-es and the administrator is slow to

respond with the related decision making structure and process.

13



---The_situational model, which ties together previous views of

organizations - the bureaucratic and political along with a crisis

model prOvideS a conceptual franework for analyzing a variety

of cases and contexts. To the degree that it accurately represents

reality, it can assist the adainistrator or manager in deterndning

what action is needed to see that the most appropriate decision

making croup exists at the proper tiae to fit the demands or

context of the issue condition.

'Major Propositions of the Situational Yodel

There are a variety of propositions which flow from the

situational model on which adndnistrative and organizational

research can focus attention. These will be listed.

1. An issue varies in terms of the level of the-intensity
associated with it.
1.1 The level of intensity is subject to chanres in

the organizational environnent which affect the issue.
1.2 The level of intensity can be determined by the ammInt

of attention given to the issue within and beyond
the orRanization.

2. As the intensity of the issue varies, there is a
conComitant change in the condition in which the decision
making on an issue occurs.

3. There is a distinct decision making structure and process
related to each issue condition.
3.1 The decision val.:Mr; structure and process of each

issue condition is represented in previous
organizational rzdels.
3.11 The decision :;altini7 structure and ;:rocess of the

stable issue condition is test repre::ented in
the bureauclic u!odel.

3.12 The decision makinF- structure and.prooss of the
dynamic issue condition is test reprv,sented in
the political model.

3.13 The decision structure and pr,_\coss of the
critical condition is best represented hI the
crisis n:odel.

4. A chan,-e in the issue condition requires a chan.'2 in the
structure and process et d,.-'2ision 1:aMnr: on an issue
within an et-,anisation.

4.1 Whm a chruvr Pro:n a st able to a dy:.=ic 1:.sue condltion
occurs, decision r:al:ini; chanr:es to a political mode

4.2 .1w_sn thr:re is a chaurv in the issue cond It ion o a
critical.1:_;sue condition, a crisis modt, of dcci:71on
nnIdni7 is requiivd .

4.3 Wh(Al thcrt2 is a elmnre in the issue condition to a
stable Issue condition, decision makinc cirus to
a buveaucratle nmic.

1 4



What is created, then, by the change in the issue condition

over time, is an issue cycle in which the various theoretical

views of the organization contained in'the literature have

applied utility for the administrator. The situational model

links several organizat'ional theories and models whdch have been

utilized separately into a comprehensive approach. This

situational approach can describe and predict the characteristics

of and the changes in the structure and piocess of decision

making on an issue within an organization over time. The result

is a dynamic model for organizational governance which overcomes

the limitations of a static perspective which cannot accomodate

changing decision making conditions which are faced by an

administrator.

The Implications of the Situational Model

The iffplications of the situational model are several.

First, there is no single, nest efficacious way to organize

decision maldno; structures within the organization reL7ardless

of its reneral envirennent. In fact, at least three decision

making structures and processes develop according to the

condition in-which the decision making occurs. This should

help to overcomo the ideolcyy of a particular school of

orrani::ational theory. No siat-,le organizational structut-

or athninistrative style will be effective in all decision notinc

on issues which face an admintst rater.

15
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Second, the situational model provides a strategy for the

administrator to respond to chances in the issue condition and

to create the appropriate decision making process and structure.

Thus, rather than tied to a single approach the administrator

can adapt and creat the decision making approach required

according to the insights provided by previous organizational

models. The situational model 'provides guideJines for shifting

between organizational approaches.

Third, the situational model suggests several indicators of

change in the issue condition. These include sensitivity to

changes in the intensity of interest and concern focused on an

issue either within the organization or its environment. Other

indicators include determining how broad the issue is in terms

of affecting many persons; the amount of control the administrator

has over the decision issue, and the type of time pressure involved.

For example, under a stable condition the issue is characerized

by little impetus to examine broader concerns of an issue tian

are represented in a specific problem needing attention. However,

when the conc., about an Issue begin to braoden, it can be

indicative of a beginnin7 shift in the issue condition. there

is also an expansion of the decision area in terms of organizational

members who had expressed little or no interest in the issue

previoulgy, this represents another indicator of conditicn chane:e.

Taken ill combination, these Indicators provide strong evidence

to the administrator that a new state of affairs is developing

concerning the issue and the current approach may soon be inadequate.

16
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Fourth, thP situational model clearly suggests a situational

basis for effective leadership with the demands of the orgazdzation

requiring at least three distinct strateOes of administrative

leadership. What seems to be called Tor is an administrator who

can change his style and organi7atior1 to meet the demands of the

changing conditions of an issue. Me model provides direction

to determine when and how such action should be taken by the

administrator.

The advancement of knowledge abouc governance provided by the

situational model is suggested in several areas. First, it

provides a conceptual framework to view and understand decision

making over time. Second, the model provides an understanding

of the types of situations with which the administrator must contend

within the organization and the means of identifying each type.

Third, the model suggests what the most effective decision making

structures and processes are in relation to the conditions

confPonted. Fourth, the model explains why decision making

structure and process can become ineffective and fail as conditions

chance.

In a theoretical sense, the situational model subsumes and

relates previcus models of orGanizations into a unified and

strategic model of organizational decision nnidng for the

administrator. Finally, it represents an effort to change the

perspective of administrative conceptualization from the current

static definitional theory and modeling about organization:, toward

a more dynaraic strategic theory bi Iding and modeling, approach.

11
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